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Abstract: Corruption Is An Age Old Problem Which Is Hardly Resolved In Meaningful Ways. Wisdom Directed Initiatives Are Most Required To Eliminate The Problem. Thus, It Is Essential To Analyze The Problem From The Ethical Realm. This Paper Makes An Effort To Analyze The Problem From The Indian Philosophical Perspective In General And From The Aspect Of Indian Ethics In Particular. The Unique Aspect Of The Paper Is-It Indulges In Weaving An Anti Corruption Index –To Trace The Tendencies That Lead To Corruption. It Further Reflects On The Intervention Programmes Based On Indian Philosophical Thought Which Can Enrich People At The Thought Level So That They Are Able To Look Beyond Gross Desires. This Paper In Some Way Is A Concept Paper- In Which An Attempt Is Made To Relook At Corruption And Reflect On The Process Of Moving From The Gross To The Refined. The Tone Of This Paper Is Idealistic And The Rhythm Is Reflective As Well As Pragmatic.
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I. Introduction

Why This Paper?
Development Of India In Diverse Ways Is Explicit Today. Scientific Progress And Advancement In Technology Has Helped In Bringing About Change. Rapid Increase In Information On Formation As Well As Knowhow Of Technology, Profit Making Initiatives, Business Opportunities, Investment Possibilities Etc Has Not In Any Way Contributed In Initiating The Process Of Transformation From Within. It Has Not Made Human Persons More Refined In Thoughts Nor Actions. The Above Mentioned Changes Indeed To A Very LargeExtent Acquainted People With Excessive Materialism, Desire Centric Lifestyle And Tempted Them To Over Indulge In Unethical Practices So As To Get Money At Any Cost.

It Is Sad But True That Corruption Has Not Only Aggravated Poverty In Context To Different Sectors In India But It Has Also Revealed Extreme Poverty In Thought Leading To Erosion Of Basic Human Values. Thus, It Has Thwarted The Progress In The External World And In The World Within.

The Author Of This Paper Feels That The Problem Of Corruption Has Been Studied More From The Political, Sociological And Economic Angle. However, The Problem Of Corruption Has Not Been Studied More Often From The Philosophical Angle In General And The Ethical Perspective In Particular. In This Paper, An Attempt Is Made To Study The Problem Of Corruption From The Perspective Of Indian Ethics. The Purpose Is Not To Merely Study The Problem But To Also Suggest Some Meaningful Ways To Resolve The Problem Wherever It Exists In The Country.

It Is Interesting To Note That Analysis And Elimination Of Corruption In The World In General And In India In Particular Is Possible Only If We Are Able To Eliminate Thoughts And Actions That Lead To Corruption. This Is Quite Easy To State But Most Difficult To Practice. It Is Therefore Essential To Consider The Role Of Philosophy In This Context Most Crucial And The Approach Of A Philosopher Thought Provoking And Beneficial In Context To Spreading Awareness And Thus Preventing Corruption.

Thus, Poverty In Thought Is Most Dangerous For The Overall Progress Of The Country And In This Context -The Economic Progress Of India. Thus, Corruption Is Arresting The Pace And Possibility Of Progress In India. The Most Important Aspect Therefore Is To Enrich Our Thoughts That Impact Our Behavioural Patterns In General And Refine Our Financial Behavioural Patterns In Particular Which Are These Days More Vulnerable To Desire Centric Practices.

Every Country Which Is Affected By The Problem Of Corruption Is Emerging With Innovative Ideas To Curb Corruption Or Giving People More Encouragement To Read, Write, Reflect And Interact. This Will Certainly Initiate Transformation From Within Thereby Helping In The Process Of Elevation.

This Paper Proposes To Analyze The Problem Of Corruption From The Indian Philosophical Perspective. The Paper Aims To Go Beyond The Prevailing Perception On Corruption Which Is A Restricted Approach. Thus, It Intends To Go To The Root Of The Problem So As To Analyze It From The Philosophical Perspective. This Implies Analyzing The Problem Of Corruption From The Perspective Of Indian Philosophy In General And Indian Ethics In Particular With Special Reference To The Dimensions Of Purusarthas. In
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Particular. It Is Necessary To Note That, This Paper Merely Does Not Indulge In The Analysis Of The Problem From The Theoretical Angle Alone. But It Also Suggests Ways And Means To Control The Problem Of Corruption By Emphasizing The Application Of The Dimensions Of Indian Philosophical Thought In Context Designing As Well As Validating To Anti Corruption Measures Based On The Same.

Thus, An Attempt Further In The Paper Is Made To Provide An Approach To Curb The Problem Of Corruption Prevalent In The Country In The Public As Well As Private Sector.

This Paper Intends To Progress By Reflecting Upon The Following Research Questions From The Indian Philosophical Perspective:

(a) Is Corruption Free India A Myth Or Reality?
(b) Does The Country’s Culture, Philosophy And Also Thoughts Of Great People (Not Necessarily From Already Established Domain Of Thought) Help In The Process Of Curbing Corruption In India?
(c) Is It Possible To Refer To A Concrete Approach In Indian Ethics That Can Curb Unethical Behavioral Patterns And Thus Corruption In India?
(d) Is It Possible And Necessary To Study Financial Behavioral Patterns From The Indian Philosophical Approach So As To Curb Growing Corruption In India?]
(e) Is It Possible To Construct Anti-Corruption Index On The Intricate Dimensions Of Indian Philosophy?
(f) Is It Possible To Educate The Future Managers Through Anti Corruption Intervention Programme Based On The Unique Dimensions Of Indian Philosophy?

Is Corruption In Free India A Myth Or Can It Be Turned Into Reality?

What Is Corruption?

India During Ancient Time Was A Prosperous Nation. The Problem Of Corruption Of Any Kind Did Not Really Exist (As Is Not Explicitly Stated) Since Many Centuries. Thus, It Should Make Most Indians And Others Curious To Know The Secret About It – To Inspire Us To Deeply Reflect Upon The Ethical Engagements They Indulged In, An Enriched Lifestyle They Lived As Well As Wisdom Directed Approach Which They Did Not Theorize But Actually Practiced It.

Today The Problem Of Corruption Is Quite Explicit In India As We All Very Well Know. It Is Therefore Necessary To Know The Problem Of Corruption From A Philosophical Realm So As To Effectively Resolve It In A More Subtle Way.

It Is Indeed Very Difficult To Define Corruption. However, It Is Essential To Reflect Upon The Exposition Of The Concept –’Corruption’ Which The Dictionary Provides. The Root Of Corruption Emerges From Middle English: From Latin Corrupts, Past Which Implies To Bribe Or Destroy’.

The Oxford Dictionary’s Exposition On Corruption Is:

1. Having Or Showing A Willingness To Act Dishonestly In Return For Money Or Personal Gain.
2. Cause To Act Dishonestly In Return For Money Or Personal Gain.

The Webster Dictionary Focuses On The Aspect Of Corruption As:

1. Dishonest Or Illegal Behavior Especially By Powerful People (Such As Government Officials)
2. Inducement To Wrong By Improper Or Unlawful Means (Such As Bribery)

‘India Has Been Ranked 79th Among 176 Countries In The Corruption Perception Index 2016 Released By The Transparency International Organization. Its Score Marginally Improved From 38 In 2015 To 40 In 2016. India Had A Score Of 36 In 2012. The Organization Has Used The World Bank Data, The World Economic Forum And Other Institutions To Rank Countries By Perceived Levels Of Corruption In Public Sector. The Score Runs From Zero To 100, From Highly Corrupt To 100. Belarus, Brazil, & China Shared The Same Ranks As India. The List Was Topped By New Zealand And Denmark With A Score Of 90 Each. Higher-Ranked Countries Tend To Have Higher Degrees Of Press Freedom, Access To Information About Public Expenditure, Stronger Standards Of Integrity For Public Officials, And Independent Judicial Systems.’

The Impact Of Corruption Is Dangerous On The Economy And The Life Of The People Of The Country. It Not Only Prevents Any Kind Of Development In The Country But Also In A Subtle Way Challenges The Already Established Systems As Well As People Who Run It In All Possible Ways.

‘The Government Of India And The World Bank Group Have Joined Forces To Fight Fraud And Corruption And Systemic Deficiencies In India's Health Sector, Announcing Immediate Steps To Investigate Indicators Of Wrongdoing And Implement Further Safeguards. The Government Of India Has Announced Its Intention To Examine Ongoing And Future Projects To Ensure That They Incorporate The Lessons From A Detailed Implementation Review (Dir). A Dir Launched By The World Bank In 2006 And Supported By The Government Of India Found Serious Incidents Of Fraud And Corruption In Five Health Projects. The Projects Began Implementation Between 1997 And 2003, Financed By The Government Of India, The World Bank And Other Donors. Four Projects Have Been Completed; One Is Ongoing But Is Not Disbursing And Will Be Reviewed To Incorporate The Findings Of The Dir. The Detailed Review Was Prompted By A Bank
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Investigation in 2005 into a reproductive and child health (RCH1) project. It found corrupt practices by two pharmaceutical companies which were subsequently disbarred by the bank and the government. The World Bank and the government of India have introduced detailed anti-corruption plans into all new health projects in view of the findings of the RCH1 investigation.

From the above perspective, it is clear that corruption in India is rampant. Different research initiatives if practiced in the right spirit can definitely help in curb corruption in India. It is necessary to contemplate upon more intricate anti-corruption programs to curb corruption. It is essential to study corruption from the philosophical realm so as to truly understand its depth and the difficulties it tends to cause. The need of the hour is to philosophically analyze the process as well as study the consequence of the unethical practice to eliminate it. Corruption free India is not a myth but reality which can be manifested by concerned citizens by developing self-awareness. In the next section, an attempt is made to reflect upon the essence of financial behavior from the philosophical perspective in general and Indian philosophy in particular.

**Does the country's culture, philosophy and already prevailing healthy financial practices impact financial behavioral patterns of the people?**

This is an interesting question for ongoing and forthcoming research. The scenario in ancient India in context to its culture, philosophy and everyday life especially in this context is interesting. This is so because it conveys an interesting integration of the three (mentioned above) in a subtle way.

Philosophy has for its function the ordering of life and guidance of action. It sits at the helm and directs our course through the changes and chances of the world. When philosophy are alive; it cannot be remote from life of the people. The ideas of thinkers are evolved in the process of their life history. We must learn not only to reverence them, but to acquire their spirit.

The spiritual framework of human life was to a very large extent integrated in everyday transactions that concerned work, finance, decision making, learning in general as well as living in particular. Trust, faith, contentment, quality, integrity, honesty, concern for the society revealed some of the important tenets of value based lifestyle prevalent in ancient India. Prevalent prosperity in India was due to its holistic approach in context to its patterns of education, governance, finance, conservation of its resources, approach towards its work force etc. The possibility of unethical practices was less. Hedonistic tendencies were comparatively less. It was probably for these reasons that instances of scams, frauds, cheating or corruption were not much known then. The prominence of Indian philosophical thought in general and reflections as well as functioning of dimensions of Indian ethics was explicit centuries back in India.

The next section focuses on the important aspects of Indian philosophy as well as Indian ethics and conveys its relevance then and now in India in establishing quality life.

**Direction to curb corruption in India: role of Indian ethics today**

It is equally necessary to understand that ethics is one of the most important aspects of philosophy. It implies the moral principles that govern a person's behavior or the conduct of human beings. It is emphasizes on moral values, dictates of conscience and rules of conduct. Ethics is the branch of knowledge that deals with moral principles. It indicates what is 'right' or wrong, 'good or 'bad' etc. Thus, in the context to rampant spread of corruption in India—it is essential to analyze behavioral patterns of human persons that lead to corruption.

Ethics in general is concerned with human behavior that is adequate or "right" and that is not acceptable or "wrong" based on predictable morality. Honesty, integrity, respect for others, equality, and justice are the wide-ranging ethical norms which narrate to all aspects of human life, that includes business as well as finance. To uphold steadiness and agreement socially, being fair and supportive, caring for others where people interrelate with each other, ethical norms are very crucial, as it guides our conduct.

**Webster's dictionary defines ethics as** "The discipline dealing with what is good and bad or right and wrong or with moral duty and obligation."

Excessive desire centric approach, ignorance, lack of proper guidance and indifference towards the society and environment leads to emergence of unethical behavior at the individual level and this affects the organizations as well as the country in a subtle way.

Indian philosophy to a very large extent has been misinterpreted. It is due to its spiritual nature it is dismissed as meaningless, highly imaginative and more prescriptive and hardly practical etc. Indian philosophy is also considered meaningless to resolve the crisis that arises at the individual as well as social level too.
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Indian Ethics That Emerges From Indian Philosophy Is A Treatise For Establishing Quality Life At The Individual As Well As Social Level Too. Study Of Indian Philosophy And Ethics Orient People To Look Within. It Attempts To Develop A Subtle Intricate Awareness To Establish Harmony With The World Within And World Outside. It Attempts To Impact The Thought Processes Of The Person And Improve The Quality Of Actions In Them.

It Is Thus Necessary To Take Some Rich Inputs From Indian Philosophy To Control Or Eliminate Corruption In India. It Is By Doing This That –The Psycho-Spiritual Analysis Of Human Personality And The Society At Large Becomes Necessary. Cheating, Theft, Frauds And Scams Take Birth In Human Thought Due To Several Factors. As We Get Busy Exploring Causes Of Corruption Outside–It Is More Important To First Find Out The Reason Of Corruption From Within. Any Change Outside Without Change Within Cannot Really Bring About Change. Thus, Philosophical Study Becomes Most Essential To Explore This And Provide Important Solutions To Curb The Problem.

To Curb Corruption In India– It Is Most Required To First Understand The Important Aspects Of Indian Philosophy And Ethics. This Will Help Us To Develop Tools, Index, Techniques, And Training Programmes To Curb Corruption In India.

Realm Of Indian Philosophy

1. Spiritual Framework: The Crux Of Contentment


2. Focus On The Ultimate Reality

The Exploration Of The Ultimate Reality Is Possible When One Indulges In Ethical Actions. The Process Of Elevation Can Also Begin When One Is Able To Go Beyond This Mesmerizing Materialistic World. This Also Conveys That We Are Not In Any Way Going To Take Anything With Us. It Is Therefore Necessary To Explore Ways To Eliminate The Desire Centric Tendencies.


Deeper Contemplation Is Most Required To Realize The Frivolity In That Which Appears Fashionable Or Attractive To The Human Mind. This Approach Is Most Essential In A World Which In Most Ways Is Directed By Gross Materialism. Indian Philosophy In A Subtle Way Focuses On The Aspects Of Realization Which Emerge Through Intricate Awareness.

If The Focus Is Not On The Beyond –In This Case On The Aspects Of The Ultimate Reality Then The Need To Realize From Within Becomes Most Essential.

Thoughts Of Corruption In A Human Person Convey His Possible Growing Alienation From The Dimensions Of The Ultimate Reality As One Reflects From The Indian Philosophical Perspective.

3. Matter And Spirit –Harmony

Indian Philosophy With The Spiritual Framework Focuses On The Aspect Of Spiritualizing Matter. Thus, Matter Is Considered Important But At The Same Time Spirit Is Not Ignored At All. This Implies Prevention Of Lopsided Behavioral Patterns–Which Focus Only On The Matter And Totally Ignore The Spirit Which Is Richer Than The Matter Since It Brings Us Closer To Oneself.

This Missing Matter And Spirit Harmony Gives Rise To Desir3e Centric Lifestyle. Thus, The Possibility Of Becoming Vulnerable To Corruption Becomes Easy.

‘But One Thing Took Deep Root In Me- The Conviction That Morality Is The Basis Of Things, And That Truth Is The Substance Of All Morality. Truth Became My Sole Objective. It Began To Grow In Magnitude Every Day, And My Definition Of It Also Has Been Ever Widening.’6

4. Wisdom Directed And Going Beyond

The Wisdom Directed Approach Of Indian Philosophy Helps People To Look Beyond Even In Everyday Life. Wisdom Directed Lifestyle Helps People To Keep Themselves Away From Greed, Or Indulge In Excessive Titillation Of Senses Etc. Thus, Any Pressure From Outside Does Not Matter To A Person Who Is Wisdom Directed And Is Able To Transcend Any Temptations. In Case Of Anti Corruption Training
Programme Initiatives People Can Be Trained To Become Wisdom Directed. Thus, The Possibility Of Corruption And Debates On Corruption Diminishes Some Day.

‘Man Is Altogether And Throughout Composed Of Desire (Kama); In Proportion To His Desire, So Is His Discretion (Kratu); In Proportion To His Discretion, So He Performs Acts (Karma); In Proportion To His Acts, So Does It Result To Him.’

5. Moral And Ethical Approach In Deep And Intricate

The Framework Of Indian Philosophy Emphasizes On Nurturing Moral And Ethical Approach. It Emphasizes On Grasping The ‘Is’ (What Is The Present Scenario) And Directing The Person Towards The ‘Ought’ (What The Person Is Supposed To Do). This Awareness Can Prevent People From Corruption And Help Them To Eliminate Factors That May Cause This.

‘An Efficient Philosopher Aims At Enlightening The Minds And Illuminating The Hearts Of Individuals.’

Some Of The Important Dimensions Which Convey The Deep And Distinct Aspects Of Indian Philosophy And Ethics Which Can Enrich Awareness And Prevent Possibility Of Unethical Actions Are As Follows:

(a) Rta


It Therefore Indicates That Any Negative Pattern Of Thought Is Not Only Bad For The Progress Of The Human Beings But Also Gradually Can Harm The World Outside.

From The Corruption Perspective- Being Corrupt Hampers The Already Established Cosmic Order. The Series Of Unethical Practices Which May Involve Scams, Frauds, Destruction Of Environment, Exploitation Of People, Cheating, Claiming Someone Else’s Wealth Etc Threatens The Stability Of The Moral Order. It Is For This Reason – The People Who Indulge In Corrupt Thoughts And Actions Are Hardly Happy From Within. They Are Constantly In Guilt Or Unable To Face The Realities. Diseases, Disaster And Destruction Manifest As The Cosmic Moral Order Is Disturbed. It Is Due To Ignorance Or Arrogance That Many Are Not Able To Accept This. This Aspect Of Rta Is Inclusive Of The Intangible Aspects Of Higher Life. It Is Only When One Respects This Order That One Will Be Able To Overcome Tendencies That Bring About The Gross Intentions Of The Human Beings. Awareness About The Rta – Its Subtle Intricacies Can Definitely Help To Bring About Awareness Of A Higher Kind.

(b) Rna

Rna Is Indicative Of The Indebtedness To Our Parents, Teachers And To The Lord Who Is The Protector And Our Caretaker. It Is Thus Implied Through This- That Repayment Of These Debts Is Possible By Doing Good Actions That Not Only Benefit One’s Parents Or Teachers But Society At Large. Possibility Of Prosperity Increases When One Is Able To Move Beyond The Selfish Pursuits.

Indulging In Corruption Negates Any Possibility Of Giving Back Something Substantial To The Society. It In Fact Indicates- Depriving Many Others From What They Deserve, Becoming A Cause Of Someone’s Pain, Misleading Someone Etc. This Does Not Contribute To Nurturing Positive Mental Health Of The Doer Of Wrong Action Nor Does It Objectively Give The Person Happiness Of A Higher Kind.

(c) Focus On Nurturing Sattvic Behavior In People

Indian Philosophy Focuses On The Aspects Of Rajas, Sattva And Tamas. All The Three Are Present In Each Human Person. It Impacts Human Behavior And Also Influences Our Everyday Action. While Rajas Focuses On Activity And Tamas On Inactivity-Sattva Reflects Upon Thoughts As Well As Action Which Are Ethically Enriching. The Person With Sattvic Tendency Is The One Who Is Directed By The Conscience And Is Not A Victim Of Any Unethical Thought Or Action. This Person Is Not Vulnerable To Corruption Due To Formation Of Sharp Foresight And Wisdom Directed Approach.

Corruption Can Be Prevented If The Sattva Dimensions In People Are Awakened By Lectures And Yoga Awareness Activities. These Will Enable Them To Understand The Frivolity In The Gross Aspect Of Reality And Help Them To Recognize The Essence Of The Refined Aspect Of Reality.
The Theory Of Purusarthas – Its Relevance Today

The Theory Of Purusarthas Occupies The Realm Of Indian Ethics. It Reflects Upon The Essential Aspects Of Righteousness To Be Applied Either When One Earns Money Or One Indulges In Momentary Pleasures.

The Next Section Attempts To Propose An Anti Corruption Index Based On The Theory Of Purusarthas Where A Detailed Explanation Of The Theory Of Purusarthas And Its Relevance Is Emphasized.

Relevance Of Self Designed Anti Corruption Index (Based On The Theory Of Purusarthas)

The Critics Of Indian Philosophy Have Adequate Reason To Doubt The Validity Of The Theory Of Purusarthas. It Is Likely To Be Dismissed Due To Its Ancient Tag In The Modern Age Today.

However, An Effort Is Taken In This Paper To Reconstruct The Theory Of Purusarthas So As To Emphasize Its Relevance In Curbing Corruption. The Paper Therefore Proposes An Anti Corruption Index Based On The Theory Of Purusarthas.

A. What Is The Theory Of Purusarthas?

The Theory Of Purusarthas Reflects On The Essence Of Indian Ethics. It Focuses On The Dimensions Of The Four Purusarthas Viz. Dharma, Artha, Kama And Moksa Which Implies Righteousness, Wealth, Momentary Pleasure And Liberation. In Brief – It Implies Focusing On Righteousness In One’s Thoughts And Actions – When Alone And When With Others. It Is Interesting To Learn That The Dimensions Of:

(A) Dharma

It Is The Most Important Component Of The Theory Of Purusarthas. It Very Interestingly Progresses By Stating Its Importance While One Earn Or Utilize Wealth. It Provides Direction And Reflects On The Refinement. It Empowers People To Go Beyond And Live In The World With The Spirit Of Righteousness.

(B) Artha

The Dharma Dimension Is That Which Makes The Persons Aware About Earning Money Through The Right Source, Not Taking Anybody’s Wealth As One’s Own, Not Indulging In Unethical Practices Which May Be Due To The Directions Of Desires Of The Person. It Thus Focuses On The Ethical Practices One Should Practice While One Indulges In Money Transaction – It Also Reminds In Subtle Way The Essence Of Charity, Prevention Of Destruction And Not Becoming A Slave Of Wealth. These Aspects As Stated In The Dharma Shastras Are Even True Till Date. These Have To Be Properly Utilized To Educate The People In All Possible Ways. It Is Not Always Necessary To Threaten People With Punishment That Corruption Can Be Curbed. It Is My Genuine Effort To Develop Awareness About The Purpose Of Life, Need To Overcome Wealth That This Can Be Effectively Conveyed.

(C) Kama


(D) Moksha

The Dimension Of Liberation Is Based On The Performance Of Actions (Good Or Bad). It Therefore Reflects On The Aspect Of Moksha And In A Subtle Way Conveys The Eligibility For Liberation (Which Infact Focuses On The Performance Of Ethical Actions/Selfless Action/ Being Truthful From Within Etc).

B. Aim And Approach Of Anti-Corruption Index

This Self Designed Anti-Corruption Index Is Developed To Locate The Growing Tendencies In Human Persons Who Lead To Unethical Practice Like Corruption. It Is After Knowing These Nascent As Well As Active Tendencies In People That The Possibility Of Unethical Behavior To A Large Extent Can Be Determined. The Intention Is Not Merely To Know The Tendencies Or Assume Probable Unethical Behavior From Particular People. The Genuine Intention Is To Orient Them Through Anti Corruption Intervention Program. This Program Based On The Important Dimensions Of Indian Philosophy Can Educate People To Look Within And Transform Approach Towards Oneself And Others Too. It Can Sharpen The Dimensions Of Awareness And Improve The Possibility Of Good Behavior-In This Case – Not Indulging In Corruption.
It is proposed that the Anti-Corruption Index will determine the attitude and intentions of the person who is employed in government or private organizations towards work, public money etc. This index will also indicate the awareness about significance of ethical actions, the control of the conscience within, belongingness to the organization one works, duty centric approach, responsibility towards nation building and the possibility to be honest come what may.

The Index will be used based on the questionnaire designed to determine the response of people in the government offices and private organizations. Low rating on the Anti-Corruption Index may be a cause of worry – but the paper proposes an intervention programs based on the dimensions of Indian philosophy to refine one’s behavioral patterns to prevent the possibility of corruption.

Based on the general dimensions of the four Purusarthas – the following is the criteria/ the components of the Anti-Corruption Index:

Focus on:
Dharma Dimensions
(a) Being Conscientious - Concern for Good Health
(B) Duty Centric Approach
(b) Concern for Nation Building
(c) Value Based Approach
(d) Concern for Environment
(e) Basic Honesty

1. Artha Dimensions
(a) Value Money (One’s Own And Others’ Too)
(b) Financial Planning Initiative
(c) Risk Taking Behavioral Patterns In Risk Taking Investment Initiatives
(d) General Reaction To Frauds/Cheating/ Scams News
(e) Competition With Others – The Economic Approach
(f) Possibility Of Charity
(g) Tendency To Multiply Wealth

2. Kama Dimensions
(a) Consumerism And Hedonistic Tendencies
(b) Living In The Present
(c) Buying Branded Products
(d) Lavish Spending On Festivals/Social Gathering
(e) Display Of Wealth
(f) Sense Centric Approach
(g) Comparing With Others’ (Status Symbol Etc)

3. Moksha Dimensions (It Is Reconstructed As Living a Serene/Elevate Life)
(a) Focus On Value Based Approach
(b) Direction From Within
(c) Living For The Future
(d) Thought Action Harmony
(e) Genuine Participation In Social Work
(f) Fighting For Rights/Justice-Is Righteous
(g) Journey Towards Excellence

The process which this researcher intends to progress with is:
(a) Designing The Questionnaire
(b) Giving To The Target Group
(c) Conducting A Pilot Study Prior To It
(d) Checking The Score And Analysis
(e) Execution Of The Intervention Programme To Focus On The Anti Corruption Dimensions
(f) Again Taking The Response After Training

The paper focuses to develop an Anti Corruption Index so as to locate the people with corrupt tendencies. Anti Corruption Intervention Programmes (Based On The Dimensions Of Indian Philosophy) can certainly help people who are found low on the rating index to excel in the future.
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( C) Anti –Corruption Intervention Programme Based On The Thoughts Of Indian Philosophy
The Theoretical As Well As Experiential Realm Of The Human Persons Can Help The Students To Explore
And Excel As Always. The Design Of The Proposed Programme Is As Follows:

(a) Theoretical Aspects
An Expert In Indian Philosophy Through The Lecture Can Focus On:
(1) Reflection On The Spiritual Aspect Of Reality
(2) Focus On Improving Self Awareness
(3) Looking At Oneself In An Objective Way
(4) Focus On Thoughts Of Great People And Learning From Them.

(b) Practical Aspect
(1) Yoga Session
(2) Value Games
(3) News, Views And Values –Interactive Programme
(4) Other Activities.

Vigilance, Proactive Patterns Of Activities At Workplace, Guidance And Sharing Good Thoughts Can
 Definitely Help In Eliminating Negative Tendencies.

Limitation: This Intervention Program Can Fail Due To Cynical People, Doubt About The Programme Etc.

Cost Involved: This Program Does Not Really Need Any Money- It Requires Enriched Minds To Run This
Programme To Develop A Better Nation. It Can Be Used At The Global Level Once It Becomes More Relevant
In Our Country.

II. Conclusion
This Paper Has Made An Attempt To Analyze The Dimensions Of Corruption From Diverse Aspects
In India. It Is Intricate. Thus; The Possibility Of Tracking Corruption, Eliminating It Is Most Significant- The
Process Is Complex But In No Way Impossible.
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